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Optimism:  
Why it Matters so Much   

“Success is measured by your ability to maintain 
enthusiasm between failures.” — Sir Winston Churchill

Mahatma Gandhi, Norman Cousins, Helen Keller,  
Christopher Reeves and Thomas Edison are just a few 

names that come to mind in a discussion about optimism 
and success. 

Mozart is another example of a genius who had exemplary 
self-confidence in the face of adversity. A psychological 
analysis of his correspondence shows that he carried  
optimism to an almost pathological extreme. Toward 
the end of his life, when he suffered the deaths of four 
children, serious illnesses and repeated professional and 
financial disasters, his optimism actually rose.

People who are considered successful in life measure 
high on assessments of optimistic attitudes.  It would be 
easy to presume they are optimistic because they are 
successful, but there is enough research to show that 
the optimism comes first.

Traditional wisdom puts forth the idea that to be 
successful, you must have two things:  

1. Talent or aptitude 
2. Motivation 

More recent research shows that a third element 
contributes strongly to success:

3. An optimistic attitude, particularly in the face of  
adversity.

High scores for optimism are predictive of excellence in 
everything from sports to health, elections and sales. When 
Metropolitan Life used an assessment of optimistic attitude 
to select and hire salespeople, they saved themselves  
millions of dollars in personnel selection. Those highest 
on the optimism scale outsold others in their first year 
by 27 percent.
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The Best Places To Work program is an exciting way to 
educate employers on what is required to attract and 

retain their best employees.  The program is designed to:
• Identify The Best Places To Work In Your Community 
• Educate Employers On The Best Ways To Recruit And             
   Retain Employees
• Collect Important Employment Data From Your       
   Community
• Promote Workforce Issues
• Market Professional Workforce Associations
• Energize Business and Government Leaders

All businesses participating in the Best Places To Work 
survey receive a 15-page report detailing exactly how they 
compete with other employers in the community.  The 
report reviews 37 different employment measurements and 
three pages of Best Practices being utilized by employers 
in your community.  

As the unemployment rate continues to decline, employers 
can expect turnover rates and the costs associated with 
turnover to increase.  Employers need to monitor their 
competitiveness in the market.  If you are going compete 
for the best employees, then you must first know how you 
compare with other employers in your community. The 
Best Places To Work program is designed to provide you 
with that information.

To bring the Best Places To Work program to your 
community or to have a representative speak on recruiting 
and retention at your next event, call Personnel Dynamics 
Consulting or visit www.PersonnelDynamics.net.  

Best Practices
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there are degrees of optimism. Not all kinds will move 
us forward in life. 

Most people say they are optimists in life. In fact, 
very few people actually admit to and espouse a 
pessimistic stance. More will say they are optimistic, 
but with a heavy dose of realism.

Dr. More proposes that effective optimism requires 
study, understanding and practice. A passive optimist, 
while more effective than a pessimist, sees no need 
to take action. They think positively but don’t know 
how to turn thoughts into actions. Those who are 
really dynamic in their optimism turn their thoughts 
into actions. They apply optimism in diverse ways to 
attain goals in career, finances, spirituality, health 
and leadership.

At American Express Financial Advisors, a pilot test of 
optimism training increased sales enough after only 
three months to make it a standard part of training.

When Mark Biondi was in training for the Seoul 
Olympics in 1988, his coach would repeatedly tell 
him his times were slower than they actually were. 
Because Biondi scored high on tests for optimism, his 
coach knew that this discouraging news would only 
motivate him to swim faster. He ended up winning 
five gold medals in his last five events.

Optimists are more resistant to infectious illness and 
are better at fending off chronic diseases in middle 
age. In one study of 96 men who had their first heart 
attack in 1980, 15 of the 16 most pessimistic men died 
of a second heart attack within eight years, but only 
five of the 16 most optimistic men died.

Dr. Martin Seligman has shown that optimists not only 
do better educationally and in their careers, they 
also enjoy superior health and longevity. Data from 
cancer patients show a definite association between  
pessimism and mortality for those under 60.

Dr. Seligman, a researcher and psychologist at the 
University of Pennsylvania, is  the author of Learned  
Optimism. He has studyied why some people are more 
resilient than others. In one study of school children 
over several years, those scoring highest for pessimism 
were most likely later to suffer depression.

Optimism can be Learned

Very few of us were lucky enough to have been 
raised with an attitude of optimism. Research 

shows that it is learned in childhood from maternal 
caretakers. Psychologists who teach the skills of  
optimism in their books are Seligman (Learned  
Optimism), Albert Ellis (Rational Emotive Therapy), 
David Burns (Feeling Good), and Aaron Beck 
(Cognitive Therapy and the Emotional Disorders).

Pessimists, passive optimists and dynamic optimists 
all selectively focus their attention. Studies show 
that pessimists are actually more realistic than  
optimists. Dynamic optimists interpret their  
experiences differently than other people. They also 
influence outcomes differently by translating effective 
thoughts into specific kinds of actions.

The different ways in which optimists and pessimists 
focus their attention lead to noticing different things, 
experiencing different motivations, and taking  
different actions. The pessimist focuses on problems, 
pains, and pitfalls. The passive optimist sees only 
what is encouraging and enjoyable and does not see  
potential obstacles. This leads to missed opportunities 
or limited success.  At its worst, it leads to failure, 
frustration and ill health.

Dynamic and Passive Optimists 

Max More, Ph.D., has proposed an interesting concept 
about two distinct kinds of optimists: those who 

are “dynamic” and those who are “passive.”  

Dynamic optimists have an active, empowering  
attitude which creates conditions for success by  
focusing and acting on possibilities and opportunities. 
Passive optimists simply tell themselves that all will 
work out just fine. They expect other people and  
organizations will solve the problems.

On the surface, optimism may appear to be a simple 
case of “don’t worry, be happy.” However, an effective 
assessment of optimism/pessimism will show that
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Thus the dynamic optimist dwells on the constructive 
and enjoyable while de-emphasizing pain, difficulty 
and frustration. Such a person can look at a frustrating 
event, fully accept its reality, then interpret the event 
in a way that leads to action, growth and mastery. They 
recognize dangers but have a wider vision open to 
solutions and possibilities.

Think about times during the day at work when you 
are blocked and feel discouraged. What do you do 

when you hit that wall?

The optimistic individual perseveres. In the face of 
routine setbacks he persists. He keeps on going, 
particularly at the crucial juncture when his competition 
is also hitting the wall and starting to wilt. Even in the 
face of major failure, the optimist persists.

Optimism helps at work and not just in competitive 
jobs. It can help every time your work gets very 
difficult. It can make the difference between getting 
the job done well, poorly or not at all. Even in non-
competitive tasks, such as paper work or writing, an 
optimistic attitude can make the difference.

Procrastination is the result of not having optimism as 
a mindset to start and finish a task. Some people call 
putting off work just laziness. But at the root of the 
problem is the internal dialog that goes on in the mind 
of the person facing an unpleasant or routine, boring 
task. 

A pessimist thinks all sorts of negative thoughts when 
facing such tasks. The optimist thinks positive thoughts 
that actually encourage and energize.

Everyone has his own point of discouragement, his own 
wall. What you do when you hit this wall can mean 
the difference between helplessness, guilt, a sense of 
failure, and success and feelings of accomplishment.

Failure often does not stem from laziness, nor from 
lack of talent or lack of imagination. It’s often simply 
ignorance of some very important tools not commonly 
taught in schools or in training and development 
workshops.

If you are working with a manager, or an executive 
coach, you can use the opportunity to work on 
developing the skills of optimism. 

1. Become aware of your awareness: look at how 
you selectively focus on events.

2. Examine your internal dialogue, then change what 
you tell yourself.

3. Do something pleasurable to distract yourself 
from bad events.

A successful company has a diverse set of personalities 
serving different roles. The optimists are good 

as researchers, developers and marketers. Their 
optimism helps them in their roles as visionaries. But 
if a company consisted of only optimists, it would be 
a disaster. 

There is a place for pessimism, or at least for people 
who have an accurate knowledge of present realities. 
They must make sure grim reality holds the optimists in 
check. The treasurer, the CPA, financial  administrators 
and safety engineers all need an  accurate sense of 
how much the company can afford and of possible 
risks. Their role is to caution.

Hopefully such people, while serving an important role 
for the company, would not be high-octane  pessimists 
whose attitude undermines their own achievement and 
health. They may be merely prudent and measured 
people who have nurtured their  pessimistic side in 
the service of their careers. There is a time and a 
place for measured pessimism.

The case for pessimism rests on its heightened sense 
of reality. It helps us to become more accurate and  
more sensitive to clues to unexpected disasters and 
safety issues. 

By understanding the virtues of  pessimism, along 
with its crippling consequences of depression and 
inertia, we can learn to resist its habitual pull. We 
can learn to choose optimism when we wish and to 
heed pessimism when it is warranted.

Optimists and Pessimists at Work

When You Hit that Wall…



Explanatory style is the way that you explain events to yourself– both good and bad. You explain to 
yourself that what has happened is either permanent or temporary, pervasive and global, or specific 

(limited to just this one event), or personal (you’re responsible) or external (somebody else gets the 
credit or blame.) This is a measure of your optimistic or pessimistic attitude.

When something good happens to me, I tell myself that:
A.

1. This kind of thing always happens. 
2. These things happen sometimes.
3. This never happens.

B.
1. This event happened because of something I’ve done.
2. This happened because of me but I was lucky: in the right  place at the right time.
3. This is really due to someone or something else.

C.
1. This is a great example of the way things always go for me.
2. This event is great, but it’s just limited to this one specific situation.
3. This event is a quirk, it’ll never happen again.

When something bad happens to me, I tell myself that:
A.

1. Wow, how unusual! This never happens.
2. This may just be a quirk; this normally doesn’t  happen.
3. Here we go again. This is typical of what always happens.

B.
1. It’s not me– it’s them.
2. Maybe I could have done better, but so should they.
3. I should have done better– it’s my fault.

C.  
1. Well, this is only limited to this one situation.
2. This is too bad, and it could easily happen again.
3. This is awful. It will ruin everything.

Circle 1,2, or 3 and add up your score. The lower your score (close to 6), the more optimistic you are. 
The higher your score (close to 18), the more pessimistic you are. If you scored in the mid-range, you may 
be optimistic, but passively so. In order to achieve more, be more successful, maintain good health and 
possible longevity, you may want to work on how you can raise your score and develop a more dynamic 
optimistic attitude.

How Do You Rate Yourself  on Your Explanatory Style?
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